
Figure 3.6 Nine Ways to Get Students Up and Moving

Students silently walk around the room while a song related to the
content/topic is playing. When the music stops, students high-�ve a
partner, and the teacher asks a question. Students discuss the
answer to the question with their partner. Some groups can share
with the whole class. Repeat.

Students use whiteboards, paper, or iPads to record answers. They
silently walk the perimeter of the classroom and share their answers
with others. Student can only use non-verbals (facial expressions
and hand signals) to acknowledge their classmates’ answers and
show agreement, disagreement, or uncertainty.

Students form two circles. The inner circle faces out and the outer
circle faces in so that students are looking at each other. Students
answer questions posed by the teacher or a student facilitator. For
each question, students on the outside rotate clockwise. The inner
circle does not rotate. Activity works well in a hallway or
building foyer.

Each corner of the room represents a different thought, idea, or
answer. Students move to the corner that best represents them.
Each corner group discusses the topic, and then a representative
from each group shares with the larger group.
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Students form a human Likert scale to show how strongly they agree
or disagree with a statement.

Using whiteboards, paper, or 1:1 device students create a visual (drawing,
symbol, quote, or phrase) to describe their thoughts on the topic at hand.
Students then walk around the room and share with each other.

Students respond to prompts, visuals, or other artifacts posted around the
room with written comments (butcher paper works well as a background).
Students rotate through the gallery twice so that they can respond and
see their classmates’ responses.

Students write their answer to a question on a piece of paper. Then,
they crumple up the paper and gently toss the “snowball” across room.
Students pick up a tossed “snowball” and share the answer they picked.

Create four categories related to the content being covered.
(i.e., square, triangle, circle, rectangle). Have students �nd a classmate
to be their partner for each of the categories. Throughout the unit, have
students meet up with their various partners for additional activities.
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